
1st Bavarian Cup 2018 in Augsburg 

The second official Gaelic Football tournament ever organised in Augsburg took place last 
Saturday, March 10th. This friendly tournament on a slightly rainy day marked the kick-off for 
the season for TSV Haunstetten Romhanaigh Augsburg Og GAA and coincided with the St. 
Patrick’s Day parade taking place in Munich on Sunday. 

Not only did the neighbouring team, the Munich Colmcilles GAA, make the journey to 
Augsburg for the inaugural Bavarian cup, the Romhanaigh Augsburg Og GAA was very 
pleased to welcome the Gaélicos de Gran Sol all the way from Barcelona to their pitch in 
Haunstetten. 

Augsburg faced Barcelona in the first match - after a rough and patchy opening phase 
Augsburg managed to score a few points and two goals before half time. While Barcelona 
were unlucky in the first half, the team managed to quickly close the gap with two goals and 
a point after the break, opening up the match to all possible outcomes again. Augsburg then 
countered with another goal and the odd point and sealed the deal with a final score of 16:8 
(Romhanaigh Augsburg Og 3 - 7 Gaélicos de Gran Sol 2 - 2). 

The next match saw Barcelona face a strong team from Munich who travelled to Augsburg 
with a clear mission – to take the first Bavarian Cup back home to Munich. The strong 
numbers (16 players travelled to Augsburg) and preparation throughout the winter paid off 
handsomely and allowed Munich to pull away straight from the beginning of the match.  
Despite the high score in favor of Munich 18:1 (Munich Colmcilles 2 -12, Gaélicos de Gran 
Sol 0 -1), Barcelona did have their opportunities but unfortunately did not manage to 
capitalise on their efforts.   

After this, Augsburg and Munich skipped the last match in the round-robin and proceeded 
straight to the final. The Munich Colmcilles opened with full force during first 5 minutes of the 
match, but were not able to convert their efforts to score due to a few near misses of the 
goals. Scoring from the distance did improve after that for Munich, which were able to score 
several points in fast succession, thus overcoming the defensive efforts of Augsburg. Munich 
pulled away to confidently and deservedly win the Bavarian Cup final at a score of 7:25 
(Romhanaigh Augsburg Og 2 -1 Munich Colmcilles 4 -13). 

The tournament day was concluded with a few pints together at O’Sullivan’s Irish Pub in 
Augsburg; the next morning Barcelona and Augsburg both travelled to Munich together to 
march in the St. Patrick’s parade in Munich. 
  
The club would like to take the opportunity to thank all players, helping hands and spectators 
for contributing to a great tournament weekend. Special thanks go to Florian Jost (hailing 
from Augsburg) of the Gaélicos de Gran Sol for setting up this trip for a friendly tournament 
and kudos go to the team for travelling so far with such numbers! We hope to see you and 
the entire team soon, ideally in Barcelona.  

TSV Haunstetten Romhanaigh Augsburg Og GAA would like to especially thank Anthony 
McDermott (Munich), as well as Tara Skelly and Paraic McGeough (both from Augsburg) for 
refereeing and ensuring fair and competitive matches well in line the spirit of this friendly 
tournament. 
 


